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Review of Lecture 8

 Analysing Indian Pines Dataset
 Remote Sensing Dataset
 Raw &  Processed
 Using JUROPA3

system with MPI-based
piSVM 1.2.1 tool

 Feature Engineering 
in Machine learning
 Manual feature 

enhancements
increased accuracy
from ~44% to ~77%

 Some work before 
‘learning from data‘
is important

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

[1] G. Cavallaro, M. Riedel, J.A. 
Benediktsson et al., Journal of Selected 
Topics in Applied Earth Observation and 
Remote Sensing, 2015
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Outline of the Course

1. Introduction to Machine Learning Fundamentals

2. PRACE and Parallel Computing Basics

3. Unsupervised Clustering and Applications

4. Unsupervised Clustering Challenges & Solutions

5. Supervised Classification and Learning Theory Basics

6. Classification Applications, Challenges, and Solutions

7. Support Vector Machines and Kernel Methods

8. Practicals with SVMs

9. Validation and Regularization Techniques

10. Practicals with Validation and Regularization

11. Parallelization Benefits

12. Cross-Validation Practicals
Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

Day One – beginner 

Day Two – moderate 

Day Three – expert 
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Outline

 Validation
 Different Noise Elements in Overfitting
 Validation Set & Validation Error
 Validation for Model Selection
 N-Fold Cross-Validation Technique
 Validation of SVMs to Dataset Rome

 Regularization
 Problem of Overfitting Revisited
 Memorizing vs. Learning Models
 Early Stopping in Training
 Impacts of Regularization in SVMs
 Regularization in Other Models
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Validation
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Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

Mathematical Building Blocks – Revisited 

Elements we 
not exactly

(need to) know 

Elements we
must  and/or

should have and 
that might raise
huge demands 

for storage

Elements
that we derive

from our skillset
and that can be
computationally

intensive

Elements
that we 

derive from
our skillset

‘constants‘ 
in learning

Final Hypothesis

(ideal function)

(final formula)

(set of candidate formulas)

Learning Algorithm (‘train a system‘)

Hypothesis Set

(set of known algorithms)

‘constants‘ 
in learning

Probability Distribution

Error Measure

Unknown Target Distribution

target function plus noise

Training Examples

(historical records, groundtruth data, examples)
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Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

Initial Terminologies – Reviewed w.r.t. Model Decisions 

 Target Function                      Target Distribution
 Ideal ‘function‘ that ‘explains‘ the data we want to learn

 Labelled Dataset (samples)
 ‘in-sample‘ data given to us: 

 Dataset Part One: Training set
 Used for training a machine learning algorithms
 Result after using a training set: a trained system

 Dataset Part Two: Test set
 Used for testing whether the trained system might work well 
 Result after using a test set: accuracy of the trained model 

 Learning vs. Memorizing
 The goal is to create a system that works well ‘out of sample‘ (future data)

(testing set has not been used to make any decisions for model…)

(training set is used to make some decisions for model…)

(Another set of data is needed not used in training but that is used for model selection & ‘validate decisions‘)

plus noise
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Training and Testing – Reviewed w.r.t. Model Decisions

 Mathematical notations
 Testing follows: 

(hypothesis clear)
 Training follows:

(hypothesis search) 

 Practice on ‘training examples‘
 Create two disjoint datasets
 One used for training only

(aka training set)
 Another used for testing only

(aka test set)

 Training & Testing
 Different phases in the learning process

(e.g. student exam training on examples to get Ein ‚down‘, then test via exam)

Training Examples

(historical records, groundtruth data, examples)

(Another phase in the creation of the whole model is needed where we take ‘validated decisions about the model‘)

(cf. Lecture 5)
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Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

 A good model must have low training error (Ein) and low generalization error (Eout)
 Model overfitting is if a model fits the data too well (Ein) with a poorer generalization error (Eout)

than another model with a higher training error (Ein) 

[2] Introduction to Data Mining

Problem of Overfitting – Clarifying Terms

 Overfitting & Errors
 goes down
 goes up

 ‘Bad generalization area‘ ends
 Good to reduce 

 ‘Overfitting area‘ starts
 Reducing                does not help
 Reason ‘fitting the noise‘

Error

Training time

(‘generalization error‘)

(‘training error‘)

 The two general approaches to prevent overfitting are (1) regularization and (2) validation

 overfitting occursbad generalization

(Decisions about the model are related to the problem of overfitting – need another method to ‘select model well‘)
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Problem of Overfitting – Model Relationships

 Review ‘overfitting situations‘
 When comparing ‘various models‘ and related to ‘model complexity‘
 Different models are used, e.g. 2nd and 4th order polynomial
 Same model is used with e.g. two different instances

(e.g. two neural networks but with different parameters)

 Intuitive solution
 Detect when it happens
 ‘Early stopping regularization

term‘ to stop the training 
 Early stopping method (later)

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

Error

Training time

(‘generalization error‘)

(‘training error‘)

(‘early stopping‘)

 ‘Early stopping‘ approach is part of the theory of regularization, but based on validation methods

model
complexity

(‘model complexity measure: the VC analysis was independent 
of a specific target function – bound for all target functions‘)
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Problem of Overfitting – Noise Term Revisited 

 ‘(Noisy) Target function‘ is not a (deterministic) function
 Getting with ‘same x in‘ the ‘same y out‘ is not always given in practice
 Idea: Use a ‘target distribution‘

instead of ‘target function‘

 ‘Different types of some noise‘ in data
 Key to understand overfitting & preventing it
 ‘Shift of view‘: refinement of noise term
 Learning from data: ‘matching properties of # data‘

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

(target)
(overfit)

(noise)

‘shift the view’

(‘function view‘)

(‘# data view‘)

‘# samples‘

 Fitting some noise in the data 
is the basic reason for overfitting
and harms the learning process

 Big datasets tend to have more noise 
in the data so the overfitting problem 
might occur even more intense
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Problem of Overfitting – Stochastic Noise

 Stoachastic noise is a part ‘on top of‘ each learnable function
 Noise in the data that can not be captured and thus not modelled by f
 Random noise : aka ‘non-deterministic noise‘
 Conventional understanding 

established early in this course
 Finding a ‘non-existing pattern 

in noise not feasible in learning‘

 Practice Example
 Random fluctuations and/or

measurement errors in data (cf. Lecture 1, PANGAEA)
 Fitting a pattern that not exists ‘out-of-sample‘ 
 Puts learning progress ‘off-track‘ and ‘away from f‘

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

(target)
(overfit)

(noise)

 Stochastic noise here means noise that can‘t be captured, because it‘s just pure ‘noise as is‘
(nothing to look for) – aka no pattern in the data to understand or to learn from
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Problem of Overfitting – Deterministic Noise

 Part of target function f that H can not capture:
 Hypothesis set H is limited so best h* can not fully approximate f
 h* approximates f, but fails to pick certain parts of the target f
 ‘Behaves like noise‘, existing even if data is ‘stochastic noiseless‘

 Different ‘type of noise‘ than stochastic noise
 Deterministic noise depends on 
 E.g. same f, and more sophisticated       : noise is smaller

(stochastic noise remains the same, 
nothing can capture it)

 Fixed for a given      , clearly measurable
(stochastic noise may vary for values of      )

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

 Deterministic noise here means noise that can‘t be captured, because it is a limited model
(out of the league of this particular model), e.g. ‘learning with a toddler statistical learning theory‘

(determines how much more can be captured by h*)

(learning deterministic noise is outside the ability to learn for a given h*)

(f)

(h*)
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Problem of Overfitting – Impacts on Learning

 Understanding deterministic noise & target complexity
 Increasing target complexity increases deterministic noise (at some level)
 Increasing the number of data N decreases the deterministic noise

 Finite N case:       tries to fit the noise
 Fitting the noise straightforward (e.g. Perceptron Learning Algorithm)
 Stochastic (in data) and deterministic (simple model) noise will be part of it

 Two ‘solution methods‘ for avoiding overfitting
 Regularization:  ‘Putting the brakes in learning‘, e.g. early stopping

(more theoretical, hence ‘theory of regularization‘)
 Validation: ‘Checking the bottom line‘, e.g. other hints for out-of-sample

(more practical, methods on data that provides ‘hints‘)

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

 The higher the degree of the polynomial (cf. model complexity), the more degrees of 
freedom are existing and thus the more capacity exists to overfit the training data 
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Validation & Model Selection – Terminology 

 ‘Training error‘ 
 Calculated when learning from data (i.e. dedicated training set)

 ‘Test error’
 Average error resulting from using the model with ‘new/unseen data‘
 ‘new/unseen data‘ was not used in training (i.e. dedicated test set)
 In many practical situations, a dedicated test set is not really available

 ‘Validation Set‘
 Split data into training & validation set

 ‘Variance‘ & ‘Variability‘
 Result in different random splits (right)

 The ‘Validation technique‘ should be used in all machine learning or data mining approaches
 Model assessment is the process of evaluating a models performance
 Model selection is the process of selecting the proper level of flexibility for a model

modified from [3] ‘An Introduction to Statistical Learning’

(1 split) (n splits)

(split creates a two subsets of comparable size)
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Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

Validation Technique – Formalization & Goal

 Regularization & Validation
 Approach: introduce a ‘overfit penalty‘ that relates to model complexity
 Problem: Not accurate values: ‘better smooth functions‘

 Validation 
 Goal ‘estimate the out-of-sample error‘ 
 Distinct activity from training and testing

 Validation is a very important technique to estimate the out-of-sample performance of a model
 Main utility of regularization &  validation is to control or avoid overfitting via model selection

(regularization estimates 
this quantity)

(regularization uses a term that captures the overfit penalty)

(minimize both to be better proxy for Eout)

(validation estimates 
this quantity)

(establish a quantity known as validation error)

(testing also tries to estimate the Eout)

(measuring Eout is not possible as this is an unknown quantity, 
another quantity is needed that is measurable that at least estimates it)
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Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

Validation Technique – Pick one point & Estimate Eout

 Understanding ‘estimate‘ Eout
 On one  out-of-sample point              the error is 
 E.g. use squared error:

 Use this quantity as estimate for Eout

 Term ‘expected value‘ to formalize (probability theory)

Training Examples

‘test set’‘training set’

(poor estimate)

(Taking into account the theory of Lecture 1 with probability distribution on X etc.)
Probability Distribution

(activity below is what we do for testing,
but call it differently for another purpose)

(one point as unbiased estimate of Eout that can have a high variance leads to bad generalization)

(aka ‘random variable‘)
(aka the long-run average value of repetitions of the experiment)

K

(involved in validation)
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Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

 Solution for high variance in expected values
 Take a ‘whole set‘ instead of just one point             for validation

 Idea: K data points for validation

 Expected value to ‘measure‘
the out-of-sample error

 ‘Reliable estimate‘ if K is large

Validation Technique – Validation Set
 Validation set consists of data that has been not used in training to estimate true out-of-sample
 Rule of thumb from practice is to take 20% (1/5) for validation of the learning model 

(validation set)

Training Examples

(validation error)

(we do the same approach with the 
testing set, but here different purpose)(involved in training+test) (involved in validation)

(we need points not used in training
to estimate the out-of-sample performance)

(expected values averaged over set)

(this gives a much better (lower) variance than on a single point given K is large)(on rarely used validation set,
otherwise data gets contaminated)

K
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Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

Validation Technique – Model Selection Process

 M models
(cf. Lecture 1)
 Use validation error to 

perform select decisions 

 Careful consideration:
 ‘Picked means decided‘

hypothesis has already
bias ( contamination)

 Using            M times

 Model selection is choosing (a) different types of models or (b) parameter values inside models
 Model selection takes advantage of the validation error in order to decide  ‘pick the best‘

(set of candidate formulas across models)

Hypothesis Set

(pick ‘best‘  bias)

(final real training
to get even better
out-of-sample)

(training)

(validate)

(final training on full set, use
the validation samples too)

(out-of-sample
w.r.t. DTrain)

(training not on
full data set)

(decides model selection)

Final Hypothesis (test this on unseen data
good, but depends on 
availability in practice)

(unbiased
estimates)
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation – Trick

 Goal
 Target issue ‘choosing K‘ out of N
 Issue: K needs to be small & large
 (cf. Lecture 1 feasibility of learning)

 Apply trick: repeat the number of trainings on different subsets
 Train multiple times using e.g. leave-one-out or leave-more-out

 Cross-validation the technique of choice in practical situations to perform model selection
 Different techniques exist for cross-validation such as leave-one-out, leave-more-out

Training Examples

(involved in training) (involved in validation)

(every time a data point is used for validation it is taken away from training)

(chain of reasoning so far)

K

(practice)

(conflicting requirements on K)
(idea: is 
there a 
solution

over time?)
(small K for large N – K training delivering 

good out-of-sample performance)
(large K for validation delivering 

a good estimate for out-of-sample performance)

 Cross-validation ‘trick‘ achieves to use N points for training and N points for validation (big gain!)

(validation data not given on top of training data)
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Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

Validation Technique – Cross-Validation – Leave-one-out

 Simplest form of cross-validation
 Use N – 1 data points for training 
 Potential issue: only 1 data point for validation
 Creates a very ‘small validation‘ set, but very ‘large training‘ set

 Final hypothesis to be ‘selected‘ after training with          is 

 Apply ‘resampling‘ trick: 
Repeat for different n with 

(bad estimate for Eout)

(reduced dataset, but as training set
very close to N missing just one) (one data point left out for validation) (not trained on 

full set & 
depends on 

point left out)
(check error on the point ‘left out‘  out-of-sample)

(the hypothesis was trained not involving this point)

(validate hypothesis on that data point taken out)
(one point in validation set brings bad estimate for Eout)

(obtains different hypothesis g1-, g2-,…., but all have in 
common to be obtained by being trained on N – 1 points)

(cross-validation error on validation set with N points)

(works well with
increasing N)

(split data NOT 
just in two subsets 
of comparable size)
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation Error Example 

 Example: Create a linear model 
 Assuming there is noise in the target function
 Cross-validation: evaluate out-of-sample error to choose a model (later)

(the full dataset = 3 points)

(red points are validation sets in each run) (black points are training sets in each run)

(n = left point out) (n  = middle point out)

y

x

y

x
e1

y

x

e2
e3

y

x

(n  = right point out)

(simply compute average of all errors, e.g. using squared distance)

(cross-validation error as indication of how well 
‘the linear model‘ fits the data  out-of-sample)

(impact on N = small (3)
is enormous, but if N = large

average works very well)

 Cross-validation is a ‘resampling method‘ that obtains more information than ‘fitting model once‘
 Compute cross-validation error is possible (via ‘in-sample‘) & a systematic way for model selection
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation & Model Selection

 Model selection: Perform a ‘decision‘
 Cross-validation: evaluate out-of-sample 

error to choose a model
 Example: Decide whether Linear Model or Constant Model is better

y

x

y

x
e1

y

x

e2
e3

y

x

(set of candidate formulas)

Hypothesis Set

(LINEAR MODEL)

(CONSTANT MODEL)

(decision support
required, 

think N huge)

y

x

y

x

e1

y

x

e2
e3

y

x

 Main utility of cross-validation is model selection supporting a decision to choose a model

(use the obtained cross-validation error for both models as a ‘grade for each model‘)
(use this ‘grade‘ and compare it for model selection, e.g. constant model wins, less squared error)

(avoiding e.g. heuristics)
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation – K-Fold Approach

Leave-One-Out Cross-Validation (LOOCV) Example

[3] ‘An Introduction to Statistical Learning’

5-fold Cross-Validation Example

pick one point for validation
resulting in possible large

sets when number of points are high

A set of data points is randomly split into
k non-overlapping groups (‘k-folds‘)

of approximately equal size

Recommendation in Practice

(split creates a two subsets of comparable size)

(random strategy, works not particularly well)

(picking strategy, works well but possible  long computing) (picking strategy, works well and reduces computing)
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Validation Technique – Cross-Validation – Leave-more-out 

 Leave-one-out
 N training sessions on 

N – 1 points each time

 Leave-more-out
 Break data into number of folds 
 N/K training sessions on 

N – K points each time
 Example: ‘10-fold cross-valdation‘ with K = N/10 multiple times (N/K)

 10-fold cross validation is mostly applied in practical problems by setting K = N/10 for real data
 Having N/K training sessions on N – K points each leads to long runtimes ( use parallelization)

(generalization to leave k points out at each run)

(dataset)

Training Examples

Training Examples

(leave 1 point out at each run many runs)

1

K-fold

(use 1/10 for validation, use 9/10 for training, then another 1/10 … N/K times)

(fewer training sessions than above)

(involved in training now)(involved in training now)
(now is the current example run)

(practice to avoid bias &
contamination: some rest for test

as ‘unseen data‘)

Training Examples
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Validation Technique – 10 fold Cross-Validation Example 

 10 times resampling
 Validation set with

10 x 2 comparable sizes
 ‘Random splits‘
 High variability/variance

 10-fold cross validation
 Validation set with

10-fold x 2 strategy
 No ‘random splits‘
 Lower variability/variance

modified from [3] ‘An Introduction to Statistical Learning’
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Model Performance – Validation Enables Early Stopping (1)

 Problem of overfitting
 Issue is that                  is unknown to perform ‘early stopping‘
 Apply validation = ‘perform decision to make a choice‘ based on

 Use validation error
to perform early stopping

 Validation decision brings bias
 When the estimate 

of                 affects the 
learning process decision

 Optimistic bias impact
brings accuracy higher
than in reality (cf. Associated
use case with testset)

Error

Training time

(‘generalization error‘ remains unknown)

(‘training error‘)

 overfitting occursbad generalization

apply early stopping T

(out-of-sample
w.r.t. DTrain)

(‘testing error‘ could be plotted, 
but do not for decisions)

(‘validation error‘
known & used for decisions)

(bias)
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Model Performance – Validation Enables Early Stopping (2)

 ‘Bias‘ reviewed as ‘data contamination‘
 Training set is biased and contaminated (i.e. ‘used for train model change‘)
 Test set is unbiased and clean (i.e. ‘waiting to be used in the final end‘)
 Validation set has an optimistic bias (i.s. ‘use in model selection decisions‘)

 Optimistic bias means that there is ‘a belief‘ that the error is smaller as it is actually going to be
 Optimistic bias is minor and thus accepted in learning, but perform reporting with unbiased testset
 Important in validation is that the validation set stays only ‘slightly contaminated‘ (few choices)
 In practice several validation sets can be used for n parameter choices to keep reliable estimate

(pick ‘best‘  bias) (decides model selection)

(reasoning of bias relates to the probability and
estimated value of validation errors 

since ‘one is picked‘ as the minimum of all)

(aka the long-run average value of repetitions of the experiment)

(e is a min function of Eval1, Eval2, etc.)

(cf. picking the ‘best time‘ in early stopping, also brings optimistic bias since minimum on model creation)

(‘slightly contaminated since only few choices‘)
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Exercises – 10-fold Cross-Validation Runs Rome
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JURECA System – SSH Login

 Use your account train004 - train050 
 Windows: use mobaxterm or putty
 UNIX: ssh trainXYZ@jureca.fz-juelich.de
 Example

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

 Remember to use your own trainXYZ account in order to login to the JURECA system
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Rome Remote Sensing Dataset (cf. Lecture 6)

 Data is already available in the tutorial directory
(persistent handle link for 
publication into papers)

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

[4] Rome Image dataset
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HPC Environment – Modules Revisited

 Module environment tool
 Avoids to manually setup environment information for every application
 Simplifies shell initialization and lets users easily modify their environment

 Module avail
 Lists all available modules on the HPC system (e.g. compilers, MPI, etc.)

 Module spider
 Find modules in the installed set of modules and more information

 Module load  needed before piSVM run
 Loads particular modules into the current work environment, E.g.:
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Parallel & Scalable PiSVM – Parameters

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

 n-fold cross-validation is an 
estimate of the out-of-sample 
performance

 As it is ‘just‘ an estimate the 
n-fold cross-validation run will 
not create any model, but 
gives a reliable estimate for 
unseen data
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10-fold cross-validation Rome on JURECA – Job Script

 Use Rome Dataset with paralle & scalable piSVM tool
 Parameters are equal to the serial libsvm and some additional 

parameters for paralellization

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

 Note the tutorial reservation with –reservation=ml-hpc-3  just valid for today on JURECA
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10-fold Cross-Validation Rome on JURECA – Outcome

 The output of the 10-fold cross-validation run is not a model
 Used to estimate the out-of-sample performance & model selection
 Note: we are not using the testset yet – just the training set

 The output of the testing/predicting phase is accuracy
 Accuracy measurement of model performance (cf. Lecture 1)
 The job output file consists of a couple of lines:
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[Video] Contamination of Data: Training, Testing, Validation

[5] YouTube Video, ‘Machine Learning : Model Selection & Cross Validation’

(relative high-level but captures the essence of unseen data and differences between testing & validation)
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Regularization
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 A good model must have low training error (Ein) and low generalization error (Eout)
 Model overfitting is if a model fits the data too well (Ein) with a poorer generalization error (Eout)

than another model with a higher training error (Ein) 

[2] Introduction to Data Mining

Problem of Overfitting – Clarifying Terms

 Overfitting & Errors
 goes down
 goes up

 ‘Bad generalization area‘ ends
 Good to reduce 

 ‘Overfitting area‘ starts
 Reducing                does not help
 Reason ‘fitting the noise‘

Error

Training time

(‘generalization error‘)

(‘training error‘)

 The two general approaches to prevent overfitting are (1) regularization and (2) validation

 overfitting occursbad generalization

(Decisions about the model are related to the problem of overfitting – need another method to ‘select model well‘)
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Problem of Overfitting – Model Relationships

 Review ‘overfitting situations‘
 When comparing ‘various models‘ and related to ‘model complexity‘
 Different models are used, e.g. 2nd and 4th order polynomial
 Same model is used with e.g. two different instances

(e.g. two neural networks but with different parameters)

 Intuitive solution
 Detect when it happens
 ‘Early stopping regularization

term‘ to stop the training 
 Early stopping method (later)

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

Error

Training time

(‘generalization error‘)

(‘training error‘)

(‘early stopping‘)

 ‘Early stopping‘ approach is part of the theory of regularization, but based on validation methods

model
complexity

(‘model complexity measure: the VC analysis was independent 
of a specific target function – bound for all target functions‘)
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Problem of Overfitting – Impacts on Learning

 Understanding deterministic noise & target complexity
 Increasing target complexity increases deterministic noise (at some level)
 Increasing the number of data N decreases the deterministic noise

 Finite N case:       tries to fit the noise
 Fitting the noise straightforward (e.g. Perceptron Learning Algorithm)
 Stochastic (in data) and deterministic (simple model) noise will be part of it

 Two ‘solution methods‘ for avoiding overfitting
 Regularization:  ‘Putting the brakes in learning‘, e.g. early stopping

(more theoretical, hence ‘theory of regularization‘)
 Validation: ‘Checking the bottom line‘, e.g. other hints for out-of-sample

(more practical, methods on data that provides ‘hints‘)

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

 The higher the degree of the polynomial (cf. model complexity), the more degrees of 
freedom are existing and thus the more capacity exists to overfit the training data 
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Regularization – Two Approaches

 Used in almost every machine learning situation 
 Two approaches to regularization: mathematics & heuristics

 Mathematics (from ill-posed problems in function approximation)
 Goal: approximate a function
 ‘Ill-posed Problem‘: there are many functions that fit this function
 Approach: Impose ‘smoothness constraints‘ to solve the problem
 Learning practice: assumptions in mathematical approach not realistic
 Solution: use mathematical approach intuitively to create ‘rules of thumb‘

 Heuristics
 Handy-capping the minimization of the in-sample-error
 Idea of ‘putting the brakes‘ – partly based on mathematics 
 Not a random process and oriented towards preventing overfitting

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

 Regularization creates simpler models & thus in-line with ‘Occams Razor‘ (simple model better)
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Regularization – Key Principle ‘Do not take data too serious‘

 Initial setup  Rather memorizing (not learning to generalize)
 Considered as ‘free fit‘ – ‘fit as far as the model can do‘
 E.g. use 4th order polynomial model and fit the 5 data points (cf. Figure A)

 ‘Putting the brakes‘ regularization to avoid overfitting
 Apply a ‘restrained fit‘ – ‘preventing to fit the data perfectly‘
 E.g. use 4th order polynomial model but use ‘minimal brakes‘ (cf. Figure B)

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

(target)

(free fit)

(noise)

Figure A

(target)

(restrained fit)

(noise)

Figure B

(not getting 
all the

points right,
but much 
better fit)

‘apply
regularization’

(equivalent meaning of explicitly forbidding some of the hypothesis to be considered in learning)
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Regularization – Regularization Example & Impact

 Example: Minimize

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

(target)

(free fit λ = 0)

(target)

 Choice of λ is extremely critical and can lead with high values to underfitting (as bad as overfitting)
 Choice of type of regularizers is heuristic, but choice of λ will be extremely principled (validation)

(λ = 0.0001)‘apply little
regularization’

‘apply more
regularization’

(target)

(λ = 0.01)

‘apply too 
much 

regularization’

(target)

(λ = 1)

(overfitting)

(underfitting)

(good generalization & fit)

(poorer generalization & fit)

(penalizing models with 
extreme parameter values)

(regularization
coefficient λ

controls tradeoff: 
how much it 
is important

to fit the data 
well vs. simple

hypothesis)
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Regularizer Methods – Early Stopping & Big Data 

 Idea: regularization through the optimizer 
 Apply early stopping algorithm 

as part of the ‘training time‘
 Based on practical validation methods
 Point in time to stop will

be choosen by validation

Lecture 9 – Validation and Regularization Techniques

Error

Training time

(‘generalization error‘)

(‘training error‘)

(‘early stopping‘)

model
complexity Big data has a bigger dataset N and 

more likely also ‘more stochastic noise‘ 
 Preventing overfitting with big data 

tends to require stricter regularization
 Early stopping offers a pragmatic way 

for big data to prevent overfitting
 Given large quantities of dataset N, the 

training time is massively reduced too
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Regularization Methods – Choosing Guidelines

 Selected ‘rules of thumb‘
 Choosing constraints with

‘weight growth‘ gives terrible results
 Choosing constraints towards

‘smoother hypothesis‘ gives good results

 Reasoning noise is not smooth
 Stochastic noise  ‘high frequency‘
 Determinisic noise  ‘non-smooth‘
 Smaller weights correspond to

smoother hypothesis
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 Choosing a regularizer in learning from data is a must have & leads to better generalization
 Choosing not a regularizer will definitely lead to overfitting the data in practical situations

(‘weight 
growth‘)

(‘weight decay‘)

 The rule of thumb in regularization is to constrain the learning with smoother/simpler hypothesis
 Regularization forbids some hypothesis & thus reduces the VC dimension: improving generalization

(‘using regularization parameter λ
in a smart way leads to a better
proxy for Eout than just Ein thus

to beter generalization)

(no regularizer)

(harmful regularization space)

(helpful regularization space)

(‘hectic dog & calm man have a walk‘ analogy)
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Term Support Vector Machines – Revisited 

 Term detailed refinement into ‘three separate techniques’
 Practice: applications mostly use the SVMs with kernel methods

 ‘Maximal margin classifier‘ 
 A simple and intuitive classifier with a ‘best‘ linear class boundary
 Requires that data is ‘linearly separable‘

 ‘Support Vector Classifier‘
 Extension to the maximal margin classifier for non-linearly seperable data
 Applied to a broader range of cases, idea of ‘allowing some error‘

 ‘Support Vector Machines‘  Using Non-Linear Kernel Methods
 Extension of the support vector classifier 
 Enables non-linear class boundaries & via kernels;

 Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are a classification technique developed ~1990
 SVMs perform well in many settings & are considered as one of the best ‘out of the box classifiers‘

[3] An Introduction to Statistical Learning
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Support Vector Classifiers – Motivation 

 Approach
 Generalization of the ‘maximal margin classifier‘
 Include non-seperable cases with a soft-margin (almost instead of exact)
 Being more robust w.r.t. extreme values (e.g. outliers) allowing small errors

 Support Vector Classifiers develop hyperplanes with soft-margins to achieve better performance
 Support Vector Classifiers aim to avoid being sensitive to individual observations (e.g. outliers)

(outlier) (significant reduction of 
the maximal margin)
(overfitting, cf Lecture 10:
maximal margin classifier & 
hyperplane is very sensitive 
to a change of 
a single data point)

(get most & but not all training 
data correcly classified)

[3] An Introduction to Statistical Learning
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Support Vector Classifiers – Modified Technique Required 

 Previous classification technique reviewed
 Seeking the largest possible margin, 

so that every data point is… 
 … on the correct side of the hyperplane
 … on the correct side of the margin

 Modified classification technique
 Enable ‘violations of the hard-margin‘

to achieve ‘soft-margin classifier‘
 Allow violations means: 

allow some data points to be…
 … on the incorrect side of the margin
 … even on the incorrect side of the hyperplane

(which leads to a misclassification of that point)

(incorrect side of margin)

(incorrect side of hyperplane)

[3] An Introduction to 
Statistical Learning

(SVs refined: data points that lie directly on the margin or on the wrong side 
of the margin for their class are the SVs  affect support vector classifer)
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Support Vector Classifier – Optimization Problem Refined 

 Optimization Problem
 Still maximize margin M
 Refining constraints to include 

violoation of margins
 Adding slack variables 

(slightly violate the Margin)

(C is a nonnegative tuning parameter 
useful for regularization, cf. Lecture 10,
picked by cross-validation method)

(allow datapoints to be on the wrong 
side of the margin or hyperplane)

 C Parameter & slacks
 C bounds the sum of the 

slack variables

 C determines the number & severity of violations that will be tolerated to margin and hyperplane
 Interpret C as budget (or costs) for the amount that the margin can be violated by n data points

[3] An Introduction to Statistical Learning

(C is used here
to bound the error)
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Support Vector Classifier – Understanding the Slack

 Allowing some errors or violations of the margin

(As budget C increases, the classifier 
becomes more tolerant of violations of the 
margin, margin will be thus wider)

(These all correct samples
dont matter contributing to 
a robust classifier and 
unique property of SVCs)
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Support Vector Classifier – Impact of Regularization with C

 Approach: Maximizing the margin
 Equivalent to minimize objective function

 Support Vector Classifier
 Same approach for solving
 Adding slacks variables
 C parameter that enables regularization (i.e. size of margin)

(maximal 
margin 
classifier)

(C large) (C small)

[3] An Introduction to Statistical Learning

(many support
vectors)

(fewer
support
Vectors:
just #8)

(C is used here
to multiply the
sum of errors
for increased 
severity, because
# errors should be 
kept small, not
a budget here)

(high fit to the data)
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Other Models – Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)

 ANNs are one of the most powerful classification methods
 Often very much optimized for domain-specific solutions
 Idea: Linear models work but are limited (e.g. simple XOR example)
 Example: ‘how we can combine layers of perceptrons to learn from data?‘
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 Artificial Neural Networks can be considered as Multi-Layered Perceptron: deep learning tutorial

?
(instances can be classified

using two hyperplanes at once)

X1

X2

y

w31

w41

w32

w42

w54

w53

n2

n1 n3

n4

n5
X2

X1 (regularization method ‘weight decay is used in neural networks‘)
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Other Models – Random Forests & Decision Trees

 Decision Trees and Random Forests often used 
 Decision boundaries can be interpreted as regions
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 Random Forests are ensemble methods of Decision Trees and also often used in practice today

(construct multiple trees in parallel, each on a sample of the data)

(Random Forest with bagging)

(construct multiple trees in a series, each on a sample of the data)

(Random Forest with boosting)

(split)

(split)

(left-hand
branch: 

years < 4.5)

(right-hand
branch: 

years >= 4.5)

(Number in each leaf
is the mean of the 
response for the 

observations that fall there)

(node label)

(attribute test 
conditions)

[3] An Introduction to Statistical Learning
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[Video] Overfitting and Regularization for Deep Learning

[6] YouTube Video, ‘Overfitting and Regularization for Deep Learning’

(relative high-level but captures the essence of unseen data and differences between testing & validation)
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